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For the period of 2021-09-22 to 2021-10-14

Student Groups (Clubs, Services, and ISG’s)

- SSMU partnered with MSERT to offer FREE first aid and psychological first aid courses to students (trainings start this weekend)
- Ensuring all groups have met the SSMU student group requirements thus far- Submitting their SGIF and attended workshops (sanctions will be sent Monday for groups that had failed to do so)
- Recruited SSMU services to participate at McGill’s Open House (all groups have been onboarded to the platform)
- Met with Lawyer’s to discuss vaccine passports and what this means for our student groups
- Have been working on a document with the Building director and the ancillary services manager to answer common questions we received by student groups in the past couple of weeks

Mental Health

- The position of Mental Health Outreach Coordinator has been filled
- Mental Illness awareness week went great
- The first Mental health round table went great. We mostly covered planning for mental illness awareness week
- We are currently working on a campaign project in collaboration with Student Services to clarify the scope of the wellness hub

Family Care

- Attended the JBSCE Family Care Sub committee meeting
- Proposed to the SSMU DayCare board members the possibility of bringing a facilitator to help current parents on exploring CPE's
Projects

- In the process of hiring two members to be part of the Student Group Portal project
- Activities Night 2.0 set for Nov 1, 2, 3 at Centre Mont Royal
- Lifeline portable chargers are available at the University Center

McGill Student Services and Miscellaneous

- Partnered with McGill Census to spread awareness
- Attended the CSS Meeting
- Met with MCSS VP SL equivalent to discuss COVID-19 sanctions to student groups

With the VP UA we have been working on the McGill vaccination campaign